
ACEI Design Excellence Awards 2019 
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Category (1) Structures 
Category (2) Innovation Project (all disciplines) 
Category (3) Overseas Project (all disciplines)  

Company Details 

Contact Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Firm: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Tel: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Categories/Groups:  

Project Category:        Structures     Innovation     Overseas 

Project Group:   

SMALL Project(under €2.5m)   MEDIUM Project(€2.5m -  €10m)   LARGE Project(over €10m)

Project Information: 

Name of Project: _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Location: _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Commission commencement date:  __________________ Construction completion date: _________________ 

Client name:  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Contact name: _____________________________________________________  Tel:  ___________________________ 

Email:    ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Design Team: 

Architect           ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact name:     ______________________________________________________     Tel:  ______________________________                    

Email:       ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Contractor ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact  name:      _______________________________________________________   Tel: _____________________________ 

Email:                ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Authorisation to contact above:     Yes       No  



Project Details: 

(1) Provide a brief outline of the project  (Max 200 words):

(2) Provide a statement regarding why this project might be considered award winning:
(Max 300 words):



(3) Provide further details of the project such as: design elements / procedures;
complexities involved; innovation aspects; site management and supervision; health &
safety issues; project cost controls and any other relevant information (Max 500 words):



Entries should highlight where possible the particular influence or benefit the project 
engineering design has on society and the wider environment. 

Please confirm by electronic or written signature that: 

(a) The supplied text may be used in any marketing material issued in connection with the
awards.

(b) Agreement has been received from the client and other stakeholders that the project can be
inspected by the adjudicator and provide contact details as requested above for the relevant
person to be contacted in this regard.

Signed:  __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Firm:      __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Entry details: 

Note:  Applicants are required to review the Awards Regulations and Procedures before 
submitting nominations. 

Send the completed entry form and up to six supporting photos / images altogether in one PDF 
document (one pdf document, per project nomination, per category) by email to:  info@acei.ie with 
a subject line: ACEI Design Awards 2019 

Note:  Closing date for receipt of nominations: 17:00, Monday 7th January 2019 

Enquiries:  ACEI office info@acei.ie   01 6425588  
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Rossbeigh Cliff Road Bypass images and photographs 

 
Figure 1 - Location of Cliff Road bypass 

 

 

Figure 2 – 2015 Failure 
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Figure 3 - Road and embankment cross-section 9.50 metres high 

 
Figure 4 - Embankment construction details 

  



 
Figure 5 - Partially constructed road 

 

Figure 6 - Soil nailing at cut section below existing road 



 
Figure 7 - Embankment under construction 



 
Figure 8 - High embankment facing west 

 
Figure 9 - Drainage channel 



 
Figure 10 - Completed road facing east 

 
Figure 11 - Completed road facing west 
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	Project Information: 
	Name of Project 1: Rossbeigh Cliff Road Bypass
	Name of Project 2: Rossbeigh, County Kerry
	Commission commencement date: October 2015
	Construction completion date: June 2018
	undefined: Kerry County Council
	Contact name: Pádraic Teahan
	Tel: 066 71 21111
	Email: pteahan@kerrycoco.ie
	Architect: N/A
	Contact name_2: 
	Tel_2: 
	Email_2: 
	Contractor: Griffin Brothers Contracting Ltd.
	Contact name_3: Dan Griffin
	Tel_3: 066 71 41305
	Email_3: dan@griffinbrothers.ie
	Authorisation to contact above: Yes
	Project Details: 
	Signed: 
	Firm: Malachy Walsh and Partners
	Text1: There are longstanding cliff stabilisation and erosion issues at Rossbeigh that, over the years, have necessitated coastal protection works and local road realignments. MWP have provided specialist geotechnical and marine consultancy to Kerry County Council over a twenty year period to address these instability issues. The current MWP involvement follows on from a further collapse of the cliff in September 2015 resulting in a significant instability on the local road and rendering it impassable for vehicles.  The MWP input required the development of innovative engineering solutions to counter the very challenging geotechnical, topographical and marine conditions. Rossbeigh is situated on the southern shore of Dingle Bay. The project site is bounded by two roads, one to the north and one to the south. The Lower (northern) Road, follows the coastline for approximately 2 km before terminating while the other, the Upper Road, cuts a path up the hill and passes over the slope to the east.  The Lower Road provides access to 14 houses along the cliff and is the only available access for these houses.  This access was cut off in the 2015 collapse. The design solution utilised on the project is the subject of this innovation submission. 
	Text2: MWP carried out an assessment of the cliff failure and developed proposals to provide permanent access to the houses without the need for future remediation works.  The primary concern was that the existing houses serviced by the Lower Road were cut off and did not have vehicular access to their properties.  This was an unsatisfactory situation and was further compounded by the fact that the road had to continue as a pedestrian access adjacent to the failure until a full solution was implemented.  This area was geotechnically and topographically challenging and presented considerable health and safety risks both for road users and for any construction personnel carrying out remedial work.  Financial constraints were likewise significant given the local nature of the infrastructure.MWP carried out an assessment of possible mitigation solutions involving alternative access routes, repair and stabilisation of the existing road or a local road diversion. The MWP detailed assessment favoured a diversion to the Upper Road, based on safety, cost, environmental impact and land availability. This preferred solution depended on developing innovative construction techniques for the road diversion.The road diversion had to be carried out on very steep terrain (33.5 degrees) over a short length and with a significant level differential from start to finish. MWP looked to construction techniques utilised and tested by the Firm in upland wind farms. This technique utilised geogrids faced with rebar supported biodegradable matting for infrastructure on steeply sloping sites. The Rossbeigh construction was carried out almost entirely in fill with one section of cut in a cut embankment that was soil nailed for stability. The construction was successfully completed without any health and safety incidents. The project is a very good example of transfer of technologies from one sector, wind farm construction, to another more mainstream infrastructure provision 
	Text3: The total length of the bypass road was 360 metres with a level difference of 22 metres from the upper road to the tie-in point on the lower road.  The road was designed with a gradient of 6.13% with two short steeper sections at about 10%.  The hill on which it is constructed is at a natural angle of 33.5 degrees and any cut slopes would be unstable and would require soil nailing for stability.  The road was therefore designed as a fill embankment throughout except for a short section at the east end where cut was unavoidable.  This latter section was close to the upper road overhead and had to be soil nailed.  The fill embankment height varied up to a maximum of 9.50 metres.  The construction method used geogrid with a vertical spacing of 0.50metres.  The angle of the embankment face is 68 degrees.The work were carried out under contract and included: • Site set up including signage, compound, offices and welfare facilities;• Excavation across existing upland area for installation of new carriageway;• Installation of reinforced earth structure along new carriageway route:• Installation of soil nailing along embankment slope;• Installation of drainage channel, manholes and safety barrier:• Surfacing of new carriageway and installation of road markings and signage:• Obtaining any necessary permissions, including road opening licences;• Dealing with existing services;• Provision of traffic management;• Acting as Project Supervisor Construction Stage (PSCS) for the works The health and safety challenges on the site were considerable.  Construction had to be initiated from the higher end as the lower end was cut off by the landslide. This restriction implied commencing at the location of the steepest embankment. Essentially the contractor had to dig in the commencement platform while, at the same time, maintaining site stability. This implied that incremental construction of the road was necessary with completion of one section providing safe access to the next section. This methodology was progressed along the length of new construction to completion.Control of drainage was equally important. The site is very steep with a considerable low permeability catchment above the new infrastructure. This required design of an integrated, continuous drainage system, running along the new road line and ultimately discharging to sea.The project was successfully completed at a contract cost of €1m.  This represented very good value in an extremely difficult site.  It compares very favourably with the cost of a “standard” road in more benign terrain.    


